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Roll the dice the first time to 
generate an opening scene…

Roll the dice a second time to 
generate a character…

Roll the dice a third time to  
generate an event!

After being granted one wish… …the supply teacher… …decided to join the circus.

After being fired from work… …the postman… …decided to rob a bank.

After aliens invaded the Earth… …the zoo keeper… …decided to live in the woods.

After winning the lottery… …the Queen… …decided to build a spaceship.

After being shrunk to the size of a 
matchstick… …the twins… …decided to become a magician.

After developing super strength… …the ballerina… …decided to climb a mountain.

ROLL AND WRITE! 
Stuck for an idea for a story? All you need is a dice!
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Roll the dice the first time to 
generate an opening scene…

Roll the dice a second time to 
generate a character…

Roll the dice a third time to  
generate an event!

After being struck by lightning… …a private detective… …decided to enter a singing 
competition.

After just missing the train… …an octogenarian… …decided to go on a blind date.

After developing a fear of 
speaking… …a lion tamer… …decided to move to a desert 

island.

After receiving a mysterious 
package… …a farmer… …decided to host a dinner party.

After a huge argument… …an astronaut… …decided to open a fancy dress 
shop.

After waking up with no memory… …a bride… …decided to swim to France. 

ROLL AND WRITE! 
Stuck for an idea for a story? All you need is a dice!
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Roll the dice the first time to 
generate an opening scene…

Roll the dice a second time to 
generate a character…

Roll the dice a third time to  
generate an event!

After slipping on a banana skin… …a pickpocket… …decided to kidnap a cat.

After meeting a mad scientist… …a taxi driver… …decided to buy an ice cream van.

After becoming invisible… …an antique dealer… …decided to live in a cave.

After waking up in an extremely 
bad mood… …a pirate… …decided to open a pet shop.

After becoming the last person on 
the planet… …an artist… …decided to build a robot.

After escaping from jail… …a window cleaner… …decided to become a superhero.

ROLL AND WRITE! 
Stuck for an idea for a story? All you need is a dice!


